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illy experience
Since 1933, the Illy family has been pursuing the dream of offering the best coffee to 
the world; an obsession that began with Francesco Illy in Trieste, Italy. Since then, this 
great dream has been evolved and perfected for four generations. The unique, illy 100% 
Arabica blend is created with what we believe to be the finest 9 Arabicas in the world. It 
is our unmistakable signature, recognized around the globe.

Our company is renowned around the world and recognized for the high-quality 
and velvety taste of our coffee, a blend that delights millions of people every day at 
home, in the office, in hotels, restaurants, and coffee shops.

the taste of excellence

our brand essence

good
The never-ending effort  
to offer the greatest 
coffee nature can provide.

goodness
Sustainable quality and our social, 

economic, and environmental 
commitment.

beauty
Aesthetics and  

the art that surrounds the 
product to enhance  

the coffee experience.

80 years spent perfecting our signature blend 

Dedication to the highest-quality standards 

Pioneers of the Direct Trade model 

Art & science applied to deliver extraordinary coffee



AWARD
2022

CARBON NEUTRAL BY 2023 
illy created the “One Makes the Difference” initiative to demonstrate how 
sustainable quality helps protect and improve the well being of the planet.  
It reminds consumers that everyone’s actions can make a difference.

MOST ETHICAL COMPANY 
Ethisphere named illy among the 2021 World’s Most Ethical Companies,  
marking its ninth consecutive honor. 

ERNESTO ILLY INTERNATIONAL COFFEE AWARD 
This award celebrates our work alongside farmers to offer the best  
sustainable coffee in the world.

our commitment to sustainability is never ending. 
We imagined a better world. 
A world where real profit is called positive impact –  
on society, on ecosystems, on the biosphere.

illy is committed to reaching its established  
targets for sustainability to create durable 
and shared value.

illy pioneered the Direct Trade model. Every 
single bean we harvest is 100% traceable to the 
source. We purchase our coffee directly from 
more than 800 growers, paying on average 30% 
more for the highest-quality Arabica beans. We 
possess a 100% sustainable supply chain.

We prioritize environmentally conscious 
practices. The establishment of the University 
of Coffee, ultra-low emission coffee roasting 
plants, and partnerships with universities to 
research sustainable coffee production. We 
pursue sustainability by sharing the value it 
generates (economic sustainability), personal 
growth (social sustainability) and respect for the 
ecosystem (environmental sustainability)

Illy is first Italian coffee 
company to receive  
B Corp certification

Ethical & Educational 
Excellence



what sets us apart from other brands?
Our mission is to delight all those who appreciate beauty and flavor worldwide with 
the best coffee nature can offer, enhanced by the best of technology and art.

illy aims to be the reference standard for coffee excellence and culture worldwide,  
an innovative company that offers the best products and places to enjoy them,  
and thanks to this grows and becomes a leader in high-end coffee.

key partners
Recognized by well-known partners for our  
high-class quality, taste, and overall illy experience.

An unmistakable  
expression of taste.

We offer the greatest coffee around the 
world, because every time you enjoy it we 
can bring a smile to you. To live happilly.

SELECTION

The choice  
of quality.

We select only the top 
1% of perfect Arabica
beans, because even 
one defective bean 
can ruin the taste of 
the coffee in the cup.

BLENDING

The recipe for 
happiness.

We create our 
signature blend 
combining the top 
1% of Arabica beans 
from 9 distinct origins, 
because there can 
only be one greatest 
coffee in the world.

ROASTING

Taste in  
different shades.

We roast our unique 
blend using different
profiles, because even 
a unique taste can 
have different shades.

AGING & 

PRESSURIZATION

Long lasting aroma.

We invented our own 
way to protect our 
coffee, in order to 
preserve the aromas, 
which actually allows 
them to get better 
over time.



illy Caffè North America has partnered with Prepango, a national operator of 
specialty vending machines to launch its automated espresso coffee concept, the 
first unit of its kind for both illy and Prepango in the USA. The premium-quality 
beverages delivered by this unit will set a new standard for traditional consumers 
of automated coffee vending machines – raising the bar to new levels.

The machine grinds whole beans, brews and serves a comprehensive list of 
beverage selections, including espresso, cappuccino, caffè latte, macchiato, and 
many other espresso-based drinks. It's perfect for mass transit, college/university 
and other high-traffic locations due to its small footprint and unmatched, 
premium coffee offering.

Prepango automated coffee vending machine

COFFEE MENU



72"

27.55"

31"

DIMENSIONS 27.55 (w) x 31 (d) x 72 (h) in

WEIGHT 405 lb

CUP CAPACITY (12 OZ) 250

VOLTAGE 110-130 VAC

AC CURRENT 11 AMP FUSED

FREQUENCY 60 Hz

PRESSURE 29 PSI (2 Bar) - 87 PSI (6 Bar)

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

MACHINE SPECS

Prepango automated coffee vending machine

COFFEE MENU



DRIP COFFEE 
illy coffee prepared by 
the filter drip method, 
served in a 12oz cup

CAPPUCCINO 
6oz espresso blended 
with steamed and 
frothed milk,  
served in a 12oz cup

CAFFÈ LATTE                              
espresso mixed  
with steamed milk,  
served in a 12oz cup

CAFFÈ MOCHA  
espresso blended  
with thick chocolate  
and steamed milk, 
served in a 12oz cup

ESPRESSO 
2oz of fresh illy expresso 
beans prepared in  
its purest form,  
served in a 12oz cup

DOUBLE ESPRESSO 
4oz of fresh illy expresso 
beans prepared in its 
purest form,  
served in a 12oz cup

MACCHIATO 
2oz of fresh illy expresso 
beans with a touch of 
frothed milk,  
served in a 12oz cup

HOT CHOCOLATE 
thick chocolate  
and steamed milk,  
served in a 12oz cup

AMERICANO 
espresso with hot 
water, giving it a similar 
strength, but different 
flavor from, traditionally 
brewed coffee.  
Served in a 12oz cup

Prepango Machine Drink Menu
Unlike traditional coffee vending machines which simply pour instant coffee over water, 
this unit creates an authentic, traditional espresso, utilizing illy’s special blend of top 
Arabicas from across the globe. The machine grinds whole beans, brews and serves a 
comprehensive list of beverage selections, including espresso, cappuccino, caffè latte, 
macchiato, and many other espresso-based drinks. The unit also serves traditional illy 
coffee, and hot chocolate.

COFFEE MENU



350 Vends Per Day!

COFFEE MENU

Beverages served
Espresso (double), Caffè Macchiato, Cappuccino, Caffè Latte,  
Caffè Mocha, Caffè Americano, Coffee, and Hot Chocolate

Customization 
Includes sugar, beverage strength, and milk 

Integrated screen 
Custom static and video screens available

Prepango Machine Capacity



COFFEE MENU

Consumers love our brand 
(more than Starbucks)

NPS Among Brand Users

53%

illy Lavazza Starbucks

48%

45%



COFFEE MENU

Case study: John Glenn Columbus  
International Airport Conversion Rates

How the program works:

of enplanements when it is the 
only coffee option

• Select location

• Prepango installs

• Prepango refills & cleans

• Monitors & reports

• Payment

of enplanements when it is in 
front of a coffee shop

4% 

1% 



COFFEE MENU

illy Prepango experience
It’s perfect for airports, transit, arenas, stadiums, college/university and other high-traffic 
locations due to its small footprint and unmatched, premium coffee offering.



COFFEE MENU

More Information
For more information about this program contact:

illy

Sarah Sullivan
VP of Sales
(914) 253-4534
sarah.sullivan@illy.com

Prepango

Marcos Modiano
(619) 710-1680
marcos@prepango.com


